Abstract: By recording low-noise energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy maps from crystalline specimens using aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy, it is possible to probe core-level electron orbitals in real-space. Both the 1s and 2p orbitals of Sr and Ti atoms in SrTiO 3 are probed and their projected excitation potentials are determined. This study also demonstrates experimental measurement of the electronic excitation impact parameter, the delocalization of an excitation due to coulombic beam-orbital interaction.
INTRODUCTION
While all matter is comprised of atoms, our understanding of the electron orbitals that determine how those atoms behave is mostly based on theory or indirect evidence rather than on direct experimental measurements of electron density. Nevertheless, the mapping of electron densities in near-defect-free crystals has been demonstrated by structure factor determination using X-ray diffraction [1] and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) convergent beam electron diffraction [2] [3] [4] . Real-space characterization of the bonding electron orbitals of individual molecules and surface atoms has also been shown using atomic force microscopy [5, 6] and scanning tunneling microscopy [7, 8] . Going another level deeper and probing core-level electron orbitals, which are much smaller than bonding orbitals, presents a major experimental challenge. In this study, we use scanning transmission electron microscopy TEM (STEM) in conjunction with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy to probe core-level electron orbitals in a SrTiO 3 crystal, and furthermore to measure the impact parameter for excitation of a given orbital.
STEM has proven an immensely powerful tool for imaging and chemically fingerprinting atoms. With the advent of aberration-correction [9, 10] , sub-angstrom STEM electron beams can be combined with EDX or electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) to rapidly map solids with crisp atomic resolution [11] [12] [13] [14] . Efforts to retrieve sub-atomic information from STEM-EELS spectrum images have been made [15, 16] , and the concept that core-level orbital information can be determined by deconvolving channeled STEM probes from spectrum images has also been discussed [16] [17] [18] [19] , both led by Allen and coworkers. However, acquiring experimental low-noise, atomic-resolution maps for such analyses has been challenging, and the outcomes have been suitable only for basic qualitative interpretation. In this report, using high-quality low-noise STEM-EDX maps of single-crystal SrTiO 3 (STO), we demonstrate that STEM-EDX mapping can go beyond elemental profiling of whole atoms to quantitatively probe core-level electron orbitals. Details of experiments, analysis, and results are discussed below, including limitations of the method.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For this study, STO samples were used to verify the robustness of the proposed method.
There are several advantages to using STO, not least the availability of high-quality single crystals, its multi-element composition, and its high resistance to electron beam damage. While three different STO samples were examined, here we focus on the results from one sample (rest of the results can be found in Ref. [20] ). The results from other samples will be presented at the end of the discussion for purposes of comparing results across independent data sets. Electrontransparent STEM specimens were prepared using combinations of mechanical wedge polishing [21] , focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out (FEI Quanta 200 3D), and Ar-ion milling (Fischione ion mill Model 1010 and Gatan PIPS). The thickness of the prepared TEM samples was estimated by the EELS log-ratio method [22, 23] , using a mean free path for bulk plasmon generation (for 300 keV electrons) in STO of λ p =123 nm [24] . Low-loss EELS data was acquired using a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-TEM equipped with an Enfina-1000 Gatan spectrometer. Measured thickness of the example specimen was 57.9±11.0 nm [20] .
An aberration-corrected (CEOS DCOR probe corrector) FEI Titan G2 60-300 STEM equipped with a Schottky X-FEG gun and monochromator was used in this study. The microscope was operated at 300 keV. A standard high-contrast tuning specimen, a carbon diffraction grating replica coated with Au nanocrystals, was used for aberration measurement and correction [20] . Fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) of high-resolution HAADF-STEM images of the Au specimen indicates that the information limit after the correction was in the range of 0.7-0.8 Å. A study of corrector stability over the course of many hours showed that the resolution stably remains in the sub-angstrom range, showing that STEM-EDX experiments could be performed for at least four hours without re-tuning the probe corrector [20] . The collection angle of the HAADF detector was ranging from 50 (inner) to 200 (outer) mrad (the inner angle was calibrated, the outer angle was inferred from manufacturer specifications) and the convergent semi-angle of the incident STEM probe α obj was 24.5 mrad. Beam currents (I p ) in the range of 0.03-0.05 nA were used for HAADF-STEM imaging. STEM images were acquired by 2048×2048 pixel 2 scans with dwell times of 2-6 µs/pixel.
STEM-EDX maps were obtained using the FEI Super-X EDX detector system (four windowless silicon drift detectors (SDDs) integrated deeply into the objective lens) enabling higher X-ray count rates and more efficient X-ray collection than standard Si(Li) detectors [25] .
Microscope conditions were kept the same as for HAADF-STEM imaging; an increased I p in the range of 0.15-0.25 nA was used to obtain better signal. For each EDX map, we selected an area 32×32 Å 2 in size without any artifacts by specimen preparation, performing EDX acquisitions with drift correction frame by frame using Bruker Esprit 1.9 software. The dwell time was 4-8 µs/pixel. The overall acquisition time for every experiment varied according to how much the specimens drifted and was in the range of 115-317 s. EDX maps with 128×128 pixel 2 and 256×256 pixel 2 scan sizes from each X-ray peak were interpolated to 600×600 pixel 2 size using a bilinear interpolation routine [26] for subsequent image processing. Mild beam damage effects (slight specimen thinning) were observed by HAADF imaging before and after STEM-EDX acquisitions [20] . To extract net X-ray counts from each peak, elements of interest are selected, the Bremsstrahlung background is subtracted, each peak is fitted, and then the net X-ray counts from peaks in the windows are presented as corresponding elemental maps.
III. THEORETICAL PROCEDURES A. Multislice simulations
Multislice simulations [27, 28] were performed to model the interaction of the STEM focused electron beam with the STO crystal. Using the TEMSIM multislice package [29] , incident aberration-corrected electron probes of various sizes were scanned over a <100>- 
B. Orbital calculations
EDX map formation was simulated by calculating the depth-integrated overlap of the probe intensity with the core orbital corresponding to a given characteristic X-ray peak [32] . All maps were simulated using a 32×32 sampling of probe positions across the cubic unit cell, with probe intensities being interpolated up to 256×256 pixel 2 per unit cell using a cubic spline routine for all data processing and analysis. More discussion on sampling can be found in Ref.
[33].
Each orbital was approximated as the projected charge density of the core orbital displaced by the thermal vibration of that atom (e.g., the Ti projected 1s orbital smeared by a gaussian function with isotropic standard deviation 0.035 Å for the Ti K edge, the Sr projected 2p orbital smeared by a gaussian function with isotropic standard deviation 0.045 Å for the Sr L edge, etc.). The 3D orbitals of atoms were calculated using the atomic module of the Quantum Espresso code [34] as an independent-atom relativistic density functional theory (DFT) calculation employing PBE-GGA functionals [35] , then converted to 2D projected orbitals by integrating them over the slice thickness.
For comparison, the first-principles excitation potential (for excitation from a core state to any allowed final state, also called the effective transition potential or optical potential) in the local approximation [36] was calculated for 300 keV electrons using the μSTEM code [37] , employing the same thermal vibration amplitudes as above. This method takes into account the quantum-mechanical interactions of the incident STEM probe with atomic core-level orbitals.
Depending on the core-level orbital and its binding energy (16.1 keV for Sr 1s, 4.97 keV for Ti 1s, 1.94-2.01 keV for Sr 2p, 0.454-0.460 keV for Ti 2p) [38] , there are varying degrees of broadening evident in the first-principles effective local potential, which is due to long-range coulombic interaction between the core electrons and incident electron.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray maps were collected simultaneously along with high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images using an aberration-corrected STEM. An example of one such data set is shown in Fig. 1 . Similar EDX maps of STO have been reported previously and can be routinely obtained using aberration-corrected STEMs [14, 17, 39] .
Reliable probing of core-level electron orbitals in real-space using STEM-EDX maps hinges on two basic concepts. First, because these X-rays are produced solely by filling empty states in core-level orbitals (1s and 2p orbitals for K and L X-rays, respectively), each X-ray map is really a spatially resolved measurement of core electron excitation probability for a specific orbital, also known as the effective transition potential or optical potential. Second, when two different X-ray maps are collected simultaneously for the same element-such as both Kα and L from Sr atoms in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)-it is possible to directly compare the two orbitals, as they are measured in exactly equivalent conditions: an identical incident beam (which is atomic column-independent) undergoing identical propagation through the sample (which is atomic column-specific). The ability to probe and record two different pairs of EDX maps from two different atoms, all under the same STEM operational conditions, makes this study particularly robust and minimally sensitive to instrument variability. Using extensive low-noise data sets, it also allows confident identification of excitation delocalization effects in the EDX maps. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of STEM-EDX maps, many X-ray maps from identical atomic columns, all recorded in the same experiment, are cross-correlated by rigid registration and averaged together [40] . The method is based on standard cross-correlation aided by averaging of single column EDX maps with modifications in the reference image. It produces EDX maps with minimal specimen drift, beam drift and scan distortions. Details of the procedure are described in Ref. [40] . An example of the resulting set of four maps-two for Sr and two for Ti-from one experiment is presented in Fig. 2 The Kα and L EDX maps from the same atom (whether Sr or Ti) differ because Kα emission results from excitations of 1s core-level electrons by the incident STEM probe to available states above the Fermi energy, whereas L emission results from excitations of 2p corelevel electrons. These excitations are followed by X-ray-emitting electron relaxations to fill the newly available core-level states (2p to 1s and 3s/3d to 2p for Kα and L X-rays, respectively), with emission being isotropic. The localization of these orbital-characteristic X-rays is therefore constrained by the spatial extent of the core-level electron orbitals, with additional broadening due to the physics of coulombic beam-orbital interaction that is often termed as the "impact parameter" effect [41] . The complex nature of the beam-orbital interaction producing electronic excitations from core levels has been discussed in the literature [32, 36, 42] and is modeled in STEM-EDX simulation software [37] . Since this quantum mechanical beam-orbital interaction is the actual experimental measurement, our imaged orbitals will include broadening due to the coulombic nature of this interaction.
Two factors should be taken into account to understand why distinction between 1s and 2p orbitals is possible in STEM-EDX experiments with a scanning probe ~1 Å wide, when even with the thermal vibrations of atoms by phonon modes of the crystal (the room temperature RMS atomic displacements are 0.08 Å and 0.06 Å for Sr and Ti atoms, respectively [31] ) the effective extent of the orbitals is only 0.2-0.5 Å, calculated using the Quantum Espresso code [34] . The first factor is the interaction of the STEM beam with the orbitals. As an electron beam propagates through a crystal, it channels along atomic columns [43, 44] . In addition to this wellknown on-column channeling, when a focused STEM beam is placed slightly off of an atomic column, it propagates by first shifting into the atomic column and then channeling along the column [45, 46] . However, a closer look at the propagation of beams located just off of an atomic column shows that while they propagate along the atomic column, they oscillate back and forth within the dimension of the atom along the column. This strong localization of off-column beams prior to dechanneling is the main reason why electron beams initially positioned outside of the core-level orbital coverage area can still produce strong characteristic K and L X-ray signals. This beam behavior is illustrated for a Sr column in STO (Fig. 3) , depicting the simulated depth-varying intensity of an aberration-corrected STEM probe placed 0.4 Å away from the column using a well-established multislice code [29] . The second factor that affects the visibility of the different orbitals is the aforementioned orbital excitation broadening due to coulombic beam-orbital interaction. Because the binding energies of the core-level orbitals examined in this study vary by more than an order of magnitude (from less than 0.5 keV for Ti 2p electrons to 16 keV for Sr 1s electrons), there is an additional broadening of orbitals in EDX mapping that is inversely proportional to the electron binding energy of that orbital. This effect can be theoretically predicted from first-principles excitation calculations [36, 41] . Finally, by mathematically solving this complex linear system-the simulated 4D array operating on an unknown 2D orbital object to form the experimentally measured 2D X-ray map-the effects of beam channeling can be removed, yielding a measurement of the probed core-level orbital excitation potential associated with that X-ray peak. Owing to the ill-posed problem of inverting the system of equations to remove the effects of the channeled probe, the system was non-uniquely solved by comparing spectrum images simulated using physically sound trial solutions against the experimental spectrum images. Best-fitting trial solutions were selected based on least-squared-error analysis (Appendix C). The uncertainties in the estimation of the STEM beam parameter, sample thickness, source size and shape, as well as the neglect of unavoidable minor electron-beam-damage of specimen and approximation-induced error in beam channeling simulations and theoretical calculations of excitation broadening, will produce small errors and in turn limit the accuracy of core-level orbital measurements. It should be noted that having a high signal-to-noise ratio in the original EDX maps is the essential factor allowing for distinction of small size differences between 1s and 2p orbitals (0.1 and 0.4 Å for Sr and Ti, respectively), going beyond the conventionally defined resolution of the STEM. However, it should be noted that analogous statistically driven enhancement of measurement precision is often practiced, and has been demonstrated for ADF-STEM imaging [49] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that by recording EDX maps from crystalline specimens using an aberration-corrected STEM equipped with a high-efficiency X-ray detection system, it is ultimately possible to probe core-level electron orbitals in real-space. In the case of STO both the 1s and 2p orbitals of Sr and Ti atoms are probed; as expected, 1s orbitals are always smaller than 2p orbitals, and all orbitals are localized on their respective atomic columns. This method should be applicable to any atomic columns in any crystal, and it is limited only by uncertainties in experimental parameters, as well as by the rate of X-ray collection relative to electron-beam damage of the specimen. We also have shown that these experiments allow accurate measurements of the electronic excitation impact parameters due to coulombic beam-orbital interaction, at 300 keV ranging from around 0.1 Å for deeply bound Sr 1s, Ti 1s, and Sr 2p orbitals, to about 0.3 Å for more weakly bound Ti 2p core orbitals. Similarly, it will be possible to probe core-level electron orbitals and measure impact parameters using core-loss EELS mapping in an aberration-corrected STEM, provided that a large collection aperture is used (to ensure a well-localized excitation potential) [42] . The results and approach presented demonstrate a precision of electron-beam-based spectroscopy which is limited only by the impact parameter of excitation. They may also be extended to improve the spatial localization of STEM-EDX elemental composition measurements by deconvolving probe channeling, which should also be applicable for the analysis of any well-localized spectroscopy. 
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APPENDIX B: DECONVOLVING CHANNELING ELECTRON BEAM
Core-level orbitals can be determined by deconvolving channeled STEM probes from source-removed EDX maps, a notion that has also been discussed by others [16, 18] . The EDX intensity for a given probe position can be evaluated as the convolution of depth-integrated channeling intensity for that probe position with the orbital excitation potential. We evaluated 32×32 probe positions across the unit cell, sampling both the object and depth-integrated probe intensity using 256×256 pixel 2 per unit cell grid using multislice code. Deducing the atomic orbitals producing EDX maps then requires solving the following system of equations:
where O(i,j) is the 2D orbital projection on the discrete unit cell grid (i,j), P(i,k,j,l) is the 4D channeled probe array for a given thickness, and EDX(k,l) is the experimentally measured 2D
EDX map (source size removed) at a probe position (k,l). Here ⊗ denotes a 2D convolution operation over (i,j).
In this study, this amounts to solving an underconstrained linear system: using simulated probe data P(i,k,j,l) (known intensities depth-integrated at each of the 65536 sample points, for each of the 1024 probe positions) and known source-removed experimental spectrum image data (known intensities for each of the 1024 probe positions), we determine the unknown orbitals (unknown value for all of the 65536 sample points).
This problem can be "unbiasedly" solved by inverting the system to solve for the potential. One classic method for "minimum-norm, least-squares" solution of this system is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [50] , which can be tuned by limiting the spread of a matrix's singular values [51] that are allowed to contribute to the solution. Iterative least-squares methods for inverting non-square matrices also exist, such as the conjugate-gradient-type LSQR algorithm [52] . Both the Moore-Penrose and LSQR methods were employed, as implemented in MATLAB, to calculate orbital excitation potentials for each of the data sets; however, when noise is Robustly converging iterative approaches, based on "projection onto convex sets" [53] , were also considered. However, they were abandoned in favor of a simpler, if more overtly biased, approach: using trial solutions with a physically sensible form. Both Moore-Penrose and LSQR methods yield lorentzian-like solutions at intermediate tolerance levels, and lorentzian parameterization is standard for deeply bound orbital excitation potentials [54] , motivating the both discretely sampled over a number of positions n×m, the RMSE is defined as follows:
Minimizing RMSE, either in (a) comparing point-source reconstructed images to experimental source-removed images or (b) comparing finite-source reconstructed images to source-inclusive experimental images, is the most straightforward objective measure for a "bestfit" solution. Because any constant offset in experimental data vis-a-vis reconstructed image data can corrupt the RMSE minimum (i.e., due to instrumental background in the data), all images are background-subtracted before comparisons are made. The centering of both experimental and reconstructed images was also verified to ensure accurate RMSE calculation.
Because RMSE between experimental and reconstructed images is more sensitive to object size for point-source than finite-source comparisons (Fig. A2) , we made best-fit determinations by comparing point-source reconstructed images to their source-removed experimental counterparts, evaluating RMSE over a quarter of the unit cell (½×½ unit cell region centered on a given column). Error analysis-plots of RMSE vs lorentzian FWHM, and summaries of best-fit solution images compared to experimental images in finite-source conditions-is presented in Figs. A2 and A3, respectively [20] . Thus, these are the solutions presented in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that because such ill-posed problem was addressed by assuming physically sensible forms for both the source size (gaussian) and excitation potentials (lorentzian blurred by thermal vibration gaussian), the solutions are smooth as shown in Fig. 4 . 
